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ABSTRACT
Gurumurthy, Praveen Kumar MS, Purdue University, December 2015. Improving
Label Prediction in Social Networks by Adding Noise. Major Professor: Dr. Jennifer
Neville.
Social Networks like Facebook and Linkedin have grown tremendously over the last
few years. This growth translates to more users, more information about users and
at the same time an increase in the amount of information missing about the users.
Techniques like Label Prediction/Collective Classification, Link Prediction alleviate
this lack of information by estimating or predicting the missing information and they
make use of the structure of social network or relational data amongst other things.
Artificially corrupting the training data by adding noise has been shown to improve
prediction performance in text and images as noising acts as a type of regularization.
In the past, this technique has been used primarily in deep learning systems as a way
of preventing model overfitting. Although, recent advances in machine learning show
its broader applicability to other models, this technique has still not been applied for
noising in relational networks to improve prediction performance.
In this thesis, we have proposed a new generic framework of adding noise to
relational data that can be easily incorporated into the existing relational machine
learning frameworks. We have shown with experiments on real data that adding
noise improves the collective classification accuracy by reducing either the bias or
the variance or both. We have also compared this technique with the state of the art
collective ensemble classification techniques and showed that our method outperforms
it significantly.

1

1 INTRODUCTION
Social Networks like Facebook and Linkedin have grown tremendously over the last
few years. This growth translate into more users, more information about users and
at the same time an increase in the amount of information missing about the users.
In the case of Facebook, when new users signup, not all of the complete enter all the
profile information like some people would have not entered their age, others might
have not entered their hometown. Age and hometown (or location) information might
be very useful to facebook when they want to target Ads to the users. Ad targeting
being a multi billion dollar industry and with the recent advances in the field machine
learning, companies build complex systems at internet scale to target relevant ads.
But having such important information missing would mean loss in revenue as a
men’s shirt would be targeted to people who are women since they have not listed
their gender information. Another example, in the case of Linkedin would be job
recommendation. Experienced and older people do not bother to list when they went
to school. But if Linkedin does not know when a person graduated, they would not be
able to do accurate job recommendation and end up recommending a new graduate
job position to a person who has twenty years of experience. These complex systems
would perform better if we estimate the missing information.
Techniques for Label Prediction/Collective Classification, Link Prediction alleviate
this lack of information by estimating or predicting the missing information and
they make use of the structure of social network or relational data amongst other
things. These machine learning techniques belong to a broader class of problems
called Statistical Relational Learning or Relational Machine Learning [1, 2]. This
field of work extends the general machine learning methods to relational data and
can be roughly divided into two different subfields - Relational Modeling techniques
and Collective Inferencing techniques, both of which been an active field of research
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for at least the last two decades. The former deals with developing machine learning
methods for relational data and is challenging because of the dependencies in the
data, everything is connected to everything else, and independence assumptions that
are made for other types of data like text and images do not hold most of the time in a
relational setting. The latter is involved in the prediction or estimation of the missing
information using these machine learned models and is equally challenging. Due to
the relational nature of data we need to employ approximate inference techniques
like Gibbs Sampling [3] and Loopy Belief Propagation [4] to perform joint inference,
i.e., Collective Inference [5] over all the labels (missing information) that needs to
predicted.
Recent advances in relational modeling have lead to models that better capture
the structure of the relational data. Xiang et al. [6] have developed a mixture model
that can learn the best trade-off between the high propagation error of collective inference models that are estimated with maximum pseudolikelihood estimation (MPLE)
and low propagation error of models estimated with maximum likelihood (MLE), and
have shown that the the mixture model has lesser classification accuracy. Chaudhari
et al. [7] felt that predicting all nodes labels with high accuracy is an impossible task
and hence proposed a new graphical model that focuses on selectively making the few
node predictions which will be correct with high probability instead trying to predict
all node labels with high accuracy. Simultaneously, Collective Inferencing techniques
have advanced. Eldardiry et al. developed Collective Ensemble Classification [8], an
ensemble mechanism for collective classification that reduces prediction error (more
specifically both learning and inference variance), by incorporating prediction averaging into the collective inference process itself.
Artificially corrupting the training data by adding noise to make better predictions [9, 10], although the idea was first proposed in 1997 [11], has been recently
gaining popularity in machine learning (non relational) particularly because of advances in deep learning. Hinton et al. [12] have used one such technique, Dropout
training, and have built powerful deep learning system for image classification. Wein-
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berger et al. [9] developed a robust method for introducing artificial noise and then
marginalized it out during training and showed that they algorithms they build for
text and image classification was on par with deep learning system for text and image
but were 100 times faster. Despite its apparent benefits, this technique has still not
been exploited in relational data.
Motivated by these advances both in machine learning and relational machine
learning, we wanted to explore and understand if such noising would help prediction
accuracies in relational data as the data distribution is entirely different from text
and images. In this thesis, we therefore have explored this question and proposed a
new generic framework of adding noise to relational data that can be easily incorporated into the existing relational machine learning frameworks. We have shown with
experiments on real data that adding noise can improve the collective classification
accuracy by reducing either the bias or the variance or both. We have also compared
this technique with the state of the art collective ensemble classification technique
and showed that our method outperforms it significantly.

4

2 BACKGROUND
In this chapter, we will describe some basic concepts which we would be referring to
in the rest of this thesis.

2.1 Collective Classification in Relational Data
Let us consider the toy network shown in the figure 2.1 as a Facebook network,
the nodes in the network correspond to people and the edges correspond to friendship links amongst them. One of the things Facebook is interested in is targeting
advertisements to its users. To better target and personalize ads, information specific to the user needs to be leveraged. This user specific or node specific values are
called Node Attributes. One such node attribute is gender. Facebook would like to
target Male related ads to Men and Female related ads to Women. Although this is a
relatively straightforward task, the challenge comes from the fact that not every one
on Facebook lists their gender (more generally speaking, most nodes have missing
information). Even though the gender is not listed explicitly by the user, it would be
useful to have an estimate of what could be the potential gender of the person or the
node since having such an estimate will help Facebook better target ads.
The techniques that, given a set of nodes from a network (relational data) and
the labels of a subset of those nodes, deals with the task of building a model and
estimating the labels or the missing information is referred to as Label Prediction in
relational data. It the relational setting it is more commonly referred to as Collective Classification. To perform collective classification either node attributes, or the
network structure or both can be used. In the toy network in fig. 2.1, we know the
gender (labels) of some nodes denoted by M and F for Males and Females respec-
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tively. Collective Classification can be used to estimate the gender of the nodes that
have not explicitly specified it (those marked with ?).

Figure 2.1.: Illustration of a toy network. Circles indicate Nodes in the network. The
solid lines indicate Edges. M indicates that the node is Male, F indicates Female and
? is for Unknown labels.

2.1.1 Problem Definition and Notation
Given a graph G = (V, E, X) with vertices V, edges E and node attributes X
where Xi is the (single) attribute of vertex vi ∈ V. Let the class labels c1 , c2 , ... cm
be the set of class labels C that an Xi can take. Given known values xi of Xi for
some subset of vertices VK , Within-Network Collective Classification refers to task of
learning a model from VK and simultaneously inferring the class labels xi of Xi (or a
probability distribution over class labels) for the remaining vertices, VU = V − VK .
Also, let Gtr = (VK , EK , XK ) and Gte = (VU , EU , XU ) be the training and testing
graphs respectively. Note that, G = {Gtr ∪ Gte }, V = {VK ∪ VU }, E = {EK ∪ EU }
and X = {XK ∪ XU }.
Relational Machine Learning or Collective Classification, like we previously mentioned in Section 1, consists of two parts - Relational Model for training and Collective
Inference for testing over relational data. The general framework for collective classification in relational data is shown in algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Collective Classification Framework
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Input: Graph G = (V, E, X), Unlabeled Nodes VU whose labels need to be inferred.
Algorithm:
Gtr (VK , EK , XK ) = G(V, E, X) - Gte (VU , EU , XU )
Learn a Relational Model M using Gtr
Use M to do Collective Inference on VU .
Output: Class Labels (Estimates) of Unlabeled Nodes VU .
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2.1.2 Training
Relational Models use relations or connections in the network, in addition to node
attributes, to build a model that can then be used by Collective Inference techniques
to predict the class of nodes in a network. As this is an extensively researched field,
several models have been developed for relational modeling. We refer the readers
to [1, 13] for a detailed discussion of such techniques. In this subsection, however, we
describe one technique, Relational Naive Bayes, which is a pseudo-likelihood estimation technique (PMLE), that we have use to build our relational models.
Relational Naive Bayes was proposed by Chakrabarti et al. [14] to improve hypertext categorization by exploiting link information in a small neighbourhood around
the documents. This model makes a first order Markov assumption which states that
any node vi ∈ V (or more precisely node labels xi ∈ Xi of vi ) is independent of the
entire network G given its neighbours or the local neighbourhood Ni i.e. the set of
nodes vj ∈ V such that there exists an edge eij ∈ E. Mathematically,

P (xi |G) = P (xi |Ni )

(2.1)

The formulation for estimating the probability that a label of a node xi belongs
to class ck is given as follows:

P (xi = ck |G) = P (xi |Ni ) =

P (Ni |ck )P (ck )
P (Ni )

(2.2)

Y

(2.3)

where,

P (Ni |ck ) =

Y
vj ∈Ni

P (xj = c|xi = ck ) =

P (xj = c|xi = ck )nc

c∈C

c(∈ C) is the class observed at xj and nc is the number of times two nodes appear
in Ni such that xj = c and xi = ck . P (ck ) is the prior probability that a given node
belongs to class ck and is computed as shown below:
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P (ck ) =

# node that belong to class ck
total # of nodes

(2.4)

and

P (xj = c|xi = ck )nc =

# node that belong to class c
nc
=
total # of nodes in Ni
N

(2.5)

where N is the number of nodes in the neighbourhood Ni .

2.1.3 Inference
There are multiple ways of doing Collective Inference in relation data. We refer
the users to [1, 13, 15] for a complete list of such techniques. Here, we present the
outline of a technique called Gibbs Sampling [3] in algorithm 2. In a nutshell, this
method assigns initial labels for each of the nodes in VU and propagates this label
information through the network, by making changes to the label if necessary, until
all the nodes in the network converge or agree with their assigned class labels. The
other alternative is to run the algorithm for a fixed number of iteration which work
well is practice provided that the number is large enough. Note, this is a stochastic
algorithm because of the random sampling involved in step 3.
Note that when M is applied to estimate cˆi , it uses the newly predicted label
estimates for the nodes (1 to i-1), while using the current estimates for nodes (i+1 to
|VU |).

2.2 Bias and Variance
Squared loss or the mean squared error that we obtain from a machine learning
model when it is applied to the test set to predict labels shows how well or worse a
model performs. It is computed as the square of the differences between the predicted
and the actual class labels and it can be decomposed into three parts: Bias, Variance
and Noise.
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Algorithm 2 Gibbs Sampling for Collective Inference
1:
2:
3:
4:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

14:

Input: Graph G = (V, E, X), burnin, numIters
Algorithm:
for vi ∈VU do
ĉi ← M (vi )
. where ĉi is a vector of probabilities representing
0
M s estimates of P (xi |Ni ). Note, here we use only those neighbors of vi
ˆ to mean the k th
who labels are already known i.e. Ni ∈VK . We use ci (k)
value in ĉi , which represents P (xi = ck |Ni ) where xi is an attribute of vi .
ˆ
Sample a value cs from ĉi , such that P (cs = ck |ĉi ) = ci (k).
Set xi ← cs
Generate a random ordering, O, of vertices in VU .
for each vi ∈ O, in Order do
ĉi ← M (vi )
. here we use all neighbors of vi i.e. Ni ∈V where VK is
already known and for VU use initial estimates from the previous step.
Sample a value cs from cˆi , such that P (cs = ck |cˆi ) = cˆi (k).
Set xi ← cs .
Repeat step 8 for burnin interator without keeping any statistics.
Repeat step 8 for numIter more iterations, keeping statistics of the number of
times each Xi is assigned a particular value c ∈ C. Normalizing these counts
give the final class probability estimates.
Output: Class Labels (Estimates) of Unlabeled Nodes VU .
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Bias is the error that is inherent in the choice of the classifier or the error that
results from erroneous assumption in the learning algorithm even with infinite training
data. For example, let us say the underlying data distribution is a sine wave. If we
try to fit this data distribution using a straight line, we would never be able to explain
or capture the true (sine wave) distribution even with an infinite amount of data.
Variance, on the other hand, captures the error that would occur if the model
was trained on a different randomly selected training set. In other words, variance
captures the model sensitivity to small changes in the training data. Let us revisit
the previous example, but this time, we don’t restrict the model to be straight line.
We have only a few data points that are approximately distributed as a sine wave.
Let us call this as the observed data distribution. Variance measures the error that
happens as a result of small changes or variation in the observed data distribution.
Finally, Noise is the error that occurs due noise to in the underlying data itself.
Statistically speaking, we can never know the actual data distribution and the statistical model try to the estimate the actual distribution based on the observed data
distribution. Again, consider the actual data distribution to be a sine wave. Now,
noise is the error the occurs because the observed data distribution (what we see)
can be different from actual data distribution. It is independent of the machine learn
model or the machine learning algorithm.
Analyzing Bias-Variance trade-off is one of the popular machine techniques to
perform model selection [16–19]. By identifying if bias or variance is affecting the
model performance, we can build better models. For example, if we know that model
has high bias we can conclude that it is underfitting the data and it would capture the
observed data distribution poorly. On the other hand, if a model has high variance, it
is modeling the observed data distribution very well, so much so, that it would have
high prediction errors on slight variations of the observed data, a situation called
overfitting. Such an analysis is called Bias-Variance trade-off. After we know the
reason behind the poor performance of the model, we can use the plethora of technique
proposed in the machine learning literature to prevent underfitting or overfitting.
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In relational data, there are relationships or connections among nodes and nothing
is truly independent of each other in a network. This is one of the fundamental
difference between relational data and other types of data like text and images and
because of these difference, in relational data, inference techniques like collective
classification are preferred over conditional inference as they exploit dependencies
among the class labels of related instances. Further, Jensen et al. [20] have shown
for relational data that Collective inference results in more accurate predictions than
conditional inference for each instance independently.
Furthermore, in the case of relational data, in addition to all the errors described
above, error could also occur due to the inference process itself. Neville et al. [21]
have developed a bias-variance framework that could account for the inference errors
in addition to the bias, variance and noise. They decomposes loss into errors due
to both the learning and inference process and both the processes can be further
decomposed into bias, variance and noise. During the learning process, they measure
learning bias, variance and noise and during the inference process, they measure total
bias, variance and noise. Then finally compute the error that have occurred due to
the inference process i.e. inference bias and inference variance as total bias minus
learning bias and total variance minus learning variance respectively.
In this work, we use bias-variance framework analysis to understand the impact
of noise on different models.
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3 RELATED WORK
In this section, we will describe our related work. Building an ensembles of models
and corrupting the training data are the two popular techniques for reducing error is
machine learning systems. We provide a overview of these techniques below.

3.1 Ensembles Methods
Ensemble classification methods [22] like Bagging and Boosting construct many
component models independently and combine these models to make predictions.
They have been shown to improve accuracy over single models by reducing the error
due to variance both in relational and non-relational domains.
Bagging or Bootstrap Aggregation [23, 24] is a method that samples a set training
examples with replacement using a uniform distribution) and classifier (models) are
built on each of these sample sets. A vote of the predictions of each classifier performs
the final prediction. Boosting [25] is similar in overall structure to bagging, except
that it to concentrate its efforts on instances that have not been correctly learned and
samples training examples to favour these instances. For an emperical evaluation on
Bagging and Boosting techniques refer [26, 27].
In non-relational data like text and image data, both Bagging or Bootstrap Aggregation have been extensively applied for building, both supervised and unsupervised,
better machine models [28–35].
Ensemble classification techniques have been applied to the relation data to improve the classification performance [8,36,37]. Eldardiry et al. [8,38] recently advanced
the state of art ensemble classification on relational data with their novel ensemble
classification framework called Collective Ensemble Classification. They proposed
novels methods for both building an relational ensemble model and performing re-
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lational ensemble inference - the two essential parts or any Collective Classification
system. To build relational ensemble model, they developed a new relational subgraph
sampling scheme that takes into account the link structure and attribute dependencies of relational data. To improve the performance of relational ensemble inference
performance, they, instead of running the inference independently on the different
models and aggregating them as the final model’s output, leverage model interleaving and allow a prediction made by one model to influence the prediction made for
the same instance by another model. For more details, we refer the reader Dr. Hoda
Eldardiry’s PhD thesis [39].

3.2 Regularization
Regularization is the process of introducing additional information or constraints
to prevent model overfitting by penalizing the model complexity. Specifically, it
prevents overfitting by penalizing models with extreme parameter values and by restricting the parameters value to be within certain range. Therefore, it is used for
model selection. Equivalently, regularization can be thought of as incorporating prior
information we know about the data and this additional information prevents overfitting.

3.2.1 Penalizaing the Objective Function
There are many traditional types of regularization used in machine learning that
penalize the objective function but the popular variants are L-1 (or Lasso), L-2
(or Ridge Regression) and Elastic Net. These penalization terms are added to the
objective functions which a machine learning algorithm minimizes/maximizes. The
new objective function now consists of the original objective function and and the
regularization term and it is jointly minimized/maximized. It is essentially a trade-offs
between fitting the data and reducing complexity of the solution. For more details,
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we are going to refer the readers to [40–43]. But, here we are going to highlight one
major problem with this type of regularization.
Machine learning is popularly getting adapted in many fields out of Computer
Science and Statistics - medical applications being one of the rapidly rising field e.g.
predicting tumors. As penalizing the objective function is an easy way of preventing overfitting, statisticians and computer scientists highly recommend incorporating
them in every model. However, using this type of regularization with just the knowledge that it can prevent overfitting can be harmful. Let us understand this better
with the following example - say that a Biomedical scientist is trying to model benign
and malignant tumors using Logistic Regression or Support Vector Machines (SVMs).
The scientist would know the data inside out i.e. by looking at the data they would
be able to decide if tumor is benign or malignant with relative ease. But, the scientist, on the other hand, would not have any idea what the parameter of the logistic
regression or the SVM models they are using to develop the model (since statistically
modeling is not their field of specialty). On top of it, when they use regularization,
they essentially restrict the parameters to be within a certain range. For exmaple,
by using L-2 regularization, one restrict that all the parameters lie within a circle (of
radius λ if we minimize kβk22 ≤ λ). This could lead to biasing the parameters.

3.2.2 Noising the Data
Noising the data as a regularization technique, recently, has become an alternative to penalizing the objective function. In scenarios like the ones described above,
one could add noise to the training data with or without replication. Learning model
developed from this corrupted training set would not only prevent overfitting but also
ensure that the model parameters accurately represent the underlying data distribution. Therefore, noising or learning with corruption can be beneficial in scenarios
where there is no prior knowledge about the data available and effectively act as a
regularization.
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To better understand the intuition behind the effectiveness of adding noise and
replicating the training dataset, let us consider an example: the classification of
Amazon product reviews as positive or negative. Take the review ”This is an excellent
product.” as example. The domain of other possible reviews could be ”This is a good
product.”, ”This is a bad product.” etc. . Therefore, by replicating the training dataset
and randomly choosing some words and dropping them from the reviews in every such
replica, we could potentially search over a larger domain space of parameters and
hence, we would be able to prevent overfitting to the training data and also chose
parameter which might better approximate the underlying data distribution. In a
nutshell, the technique of adding noise can be used to prevent overfitting.
In the past, the popular way of searching for better parameters were by replicating
the training data by adding noise (corrupting) to it. This helps to prevent overfitting
by searching over a larger domain of parameters and hence the model generalize well
to unseen examples. This technique has been in practice for almost two decades
and Burges et al. were one of the first researcher who applied this technique to the
classification of hand written digits images [44]. The types of noises could be rotating,
scaling the images, altering pixel intensity and so on. Since then, this technique has
also been used to improve classification of documents into spam or not spam, positive
or negative comments, sentiments or emotions.
Weinberger et al., in a series of works [9, 45–48], proposed a novel noising technique called Marginalized Corrupted Features that takes advantage of learning from
many corrupted samples, yet elegantly circumvents any additional computational
cost. Instead of explicitly corrupting samples, they implicitly marginalized out the
reconstruction error over all possible data corruptions from a pre-specified corrupting distribution [45]. Therefore, they effectively search over larger domain space of
parameter leading to significant improvement classification accuracy. Not only were
they on par with the deep learning systems for text and image, which are the state
of art, but were about hundred times faster than deep learning system.
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Amongst other things, this previous work has been our primary source of motivation behind our curiosity to understand whether noising could help achieve performance improvements in relational data.
We would also like to note that, very recently, Weinberger et al. extended their
noising technique to relational data but they primarily focus of link prediction problem [45, 49]. Although [49] attempts to solve Multi-Label Learning, it does so by
converting the problem into a link prediction problem.
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4 NOISING IN SOCIAL NETWORKS
4.1 Problem Definition
Using same notation defined in the section 2.1.1, we defined noising in social
networks as follows:
Given a graph G(V, E, X) with two mutual exclusive subsets Gtr and Gte , we
create a new training graph GtrNew which is a collection of noised replica of Gtr i.e
S
0
tr
0
GtrNew = { Gtr N
i=1 Gi } where G is a noised replica of G . We learn a model from
GtrNew and apply it to G to predict the unknown labels VU . The noised replicas
are also called as pseudosamples. The goal is use to this nosing in the collective
classification framework to improve prediction accuracy.

4.1.1 Types of Noise
In the context of social networks, there are four different times of noising that
is possible. The first two of them, Flip Labels and Drop Nodes, described below are
node related features while the last two of them, Drop Edges and Rewire Edges are
edge related features.
1. Flip Labels - Randomly select a fraction of node and corrupt the network by
flipping or changing the labels. In the binary case, a node with label 0 becomes
1 or a node with label male is assigned a label female. It is possible to easily
extend this scenario to multiple labels.
2. Drop Nodes - Randomly select a fraction of nodes and corrupt the network by
drop them from the network.
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3. Drop Edges - Randomly select a fraction of edges and corrupt the network drop
them from the network.
4. Rewire Edges - Randomly select a fraction of edges and corrupt the network
by rewiring the edges (rewiring could be changing either one or both the nodes
that form the edge).

4.1.2 Pseudo Code for Noising
The pseudo code for noising is outlined in the algorithm 3 naturally follows from
the problem definition described above. The new training graph GtrNew consists of
disconnected noised version of Gtr along with Gtr itself. We use this new training
graph to build the relational models.
Algorithm 3 Pseudo Code for Noising
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Input: Training Graph Gtr (VK , EK , XK ), percentage to Noise p, # of Noised
pseudosamples N , type of noise t.
Algorithm:
Initialize GtrNew = { Gtr }
for i in [1..N] do
G0i = Randomly select p percentage of node from Gtr and corrupt them
using type t noise.
GtrNew = { GtrNew ∪ G0i }
Output: New training graph GtrNew

4.2 Collective Classification with Noise
We incorporate the nosing scheme described above into algorithm 1 and propose
a new framework for Collective Classification with Noise outlined in Algorithm 4.
Noise is added to the training graph Gtr using algorithm 3 to generate a new
training graph GtrNew which is used build a relational model. We then perform
collective inference on unlabeled nodes VU of G with VK nodes as labeled using
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Algorithm 4 Framework for Collective Classification with noise
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Input: Graph G = (V, E, X), Unlabeled Nodes VU whose label need to be inferred, percentage to Noise p, # of Noised pseudosamples N , type of noise t.
Algorithm:
Make a subgraph Gtr using nodes from G such that node v ∈ V but v ∈
/ VU .
GtrNew = Noise(Gtr , p, N , t)
. (Call algorithm 3)
Build a Relational Model M using GtrNew
Use M to do Collective Inference on VU with VK nodes of G as labeled.
Output: Class Labels (Estimates) of Unlabeled Nodes VU .
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gibbs sampling technique described in section 2. Note that GtrNew is only used while
building the relational model M.

4.3 Bias Variance Trade-off for Within-Network Learning
We have discussed bias and variance in section 2.2 and mentioned that biasvariance analysis for relational data has an extra component - the inference error,
which can be decomposed into inference bias and inference variance. In this work,
we have extended the bias-variance framework to proposed in [21] for evaluation of
across-network collective classification (training and testing network are different)
to within-network collective classification (training and test networks are the same.)
and used it to understand and analyze the impact of noise on different models. The
algorithm is outlined in algorithm 5 and it measure the expected loss over training
and test sets.
More specifically, we measure the variation of model predictions for a node v ∈
VU with class label x in two ways. First, when we sample a subset of nodes VU
from G which forms the test set Gte and record the true label as y ∗ . Next, we record
marginal predictions for x from models learned on different training sets, allowing the
class labels of related instances to be used during inference. These predictions form
the learning distribution, with a mean learning prediction of y Lm . Next, we record
predictions for x from models learned on different training sets, where each learned
model is applied a number of times on a single test set. This is repeated for different
test sets and these predictions together form the total distribution, with a mean total
prediction of y T m . Finally, we calculate the square loss between the true label as
y ∗ and the predicted label y as the square of the difference between y ∗ and y. The
models learning bias is calculated as the difference between y ∗ and y Lm ; the total bias
is calculated as the difference between y ∗ and y tm ; the inference bias is calculated
as the difference between y Lm and y T m . The models learning variance is calculated
from the spread of the learning distribution; the total variance is calculated from the
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spread of the total distribution; the inference variance is calculated as the difference
between the total variance and the learning variance. The average value for each case
as calculated by averaging the values across all nodes in VU [21].
Algorithm 5 Expected Loss in within-network collective classification
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Input: Graph G = (V, E, X)
Algorithm:
for outer trial i = [1, 5]: do
Sample test set Gte = (VU , EU , XU ).
Gtr = (VK , EK , XK ) = G − Gte
for each learning trial j = [1, 5]: do
Sample GLearn from G such that |VLearn | = |VK |
Learn model of MLearn from GLearn
Infer marginal probabilities for v u ∈ VU of Gte with fully labeled graph
G (i.e. G - v u labeled ) and record learning predictions.
for each inference trial k = [1, 5] do
Perform CC using MLearn on v u ∈ VU of G with VK labeled.
Infer marginal probabilities for unlabeled nodes v u ∈ VU , record
total predictions.
Measure squared loss.
Calculate learning bias and variance from distributions of learning predictions.
Calculate total bias and variance from distributions of total predictions.
Calculate average model loss, average learning bias/variance, average total
bias/variance.
Output: Average model loss, average learning bias/variance, average total
bias/variance.
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5 DATASETS, EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
5.1 Datasets
We have used two Datasets in our experiments: Adolescent Health [50] and Purdue
University Facebook Network [51]. They are outlined below. For the rest of this
thesis, when we say School dataset, we refer to the Ad Health dataset and when we
say Facebook dataset, we refer to the Purdue University Facebook Network.

5.1.1 School
This is a network of school student that consists of 620 nodes and around 2200
edges. The network was constructed by selecting a set of high school students and
asking them to name their top five male and female friends and this process was
repeated. The researchers who collected the dataset were interested in understanding
how friends influence each other in Smoking, Drinking and Dating activity and how
such influence spreads amongst the network. The nodes V in this network are students, the edges E are friendship links amongst them and the nodes labels X could be
smoking, drinking or dating activity and these are the labels that we are interested
in predicting. All these label values were on a scale of 1 to 6, but for our experiments
we converted them into binary labels while attempting to keep the distribution of the
labels between both the classed roughly equal.

5.1.2 Facebook
We have used a subset of Facebook’s network and it consist of around 6k nodes
and around 37k edges. This network was crawled at Purdue in 2008. The nodes V in
this network are Purdue students, the edges E are friendship links amongst them and
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the nodes labels X could be Gender, Political Preference and Religious Preferences
or any other relevant user attribute. For the purpose of this analysis, we have mainly
worked with gender i.e. we are interested in predicting the gender of an individual.
The distribution of gender is skewed i.e. two-thirds of the network is male and the
remaining one-thirds is female.

5.2 Experiments with Noising
We have applied algorithm 4 to both the School (balanced class labels) and the
Facebook datasets (skewed class labels). We have varied the percentage of the noising
p from 5 to 100. For each p, we have generated N (2, 5 or 10) noised pseudosamples.
We have also experimented with all the four types of noising mentioned in 4.1.1.
For each of the above possible combination, we have varied the training set size i.e.
proportion of the number of labeled node VK . The unlabeled node VU were obtained
as VU = V − VK .
We compared the performance of above setup to collective classification in relational data when no noise was added to the training data (called baseline in the
plots). This setting corresponds to the algorithm 1.

5.2.1 Results
Figure 5.1 shows the results of all the configuration mentioned above. A more
clean and readable figure 5.4 shows the squared loss for the School dataset values for
three settings . But, before we move to figure 5.4, we use figure 5.1 two highlight two
different trend that are going on in the plot. When the training size is lesser than 50
%, adding noise keeps increasing the performance until some threshold percentage of
noising but as you exceed it, adding more noise only make the performance worse.
But, when the training size is greater than 50 %, adding more noise steadily improve
the performance. We would like to point out that, in this dataset, adding any amount
of noise performs better than the baseline approach.
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Figure 5.1.: Squared loss for School dataset using noising type Flip Labels.

Figure 5.2.: Squared loss for School dataset using noising type Rewire Edges.

We now refer the reader to figure 5.4 for a clear visualization of this trend. We
would again like to emphasize the two points. One, the 60 percent noising, 2 noised
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ensembles case works well the size of the training data or equivalently the number of
labeled nodes in the network is roughly less than 50 percent. Two, 60 percent noising,
2 noised ensembles works well when the training data is roughly less more 50 percent.

Figure 5.3.: Squared loss for Facebook dataset using noising type Flip Labels.

Similarly, figures 5.3 and 5.7 shows the squared loss for the Facebook dataset. As
was the case in School dataset when training size was lesser than 50%, from figures 5.3,
one can observe that adding noise keep increase performace till some threshold value
beyond which adding more noise makes the performance worse. We now refer the
reader to Figure 5.7 which shows the squared loss for the Facebook dataset values for
two of the setting. One, the baseline case (algorithm 1) where no noise is added to
the training data and two, the 60 percent noising, 2 noised ensembles case. Again,
adding noise (till a threshold) improves performance i.e. decreases squared loss.
Finally, figure 5.2 shows the performance of School Data when the type of noising
is rewiring edge. We just use this example as a place holder to inform the reader
that other noising type work as well. But, in the two data sets discussed here, the
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performance improvements of noising types Drop Edges and Drop Nodes were not as
pronounced as Flip Label andRewire Edges.

5.2.2 Bias-Variance Analysis
Since we saw huge performance improvements (atleast for some setting), we wanted
to understand the cause behind these huge improvements or more fundamentally understand why the technique of noising even works.
We performed a bias-variance analysis using algorithm 5 to understand how bias
and variance of the models compare with respect to the baseline. The results for
School dataset are shown in fig. 5.5 and 5.6. The results for the Facebook dataset
are shown in fig. 5.8 and 5.9. In both the cases, we have done Bias-Variance analysis
for both the learning phase (which we call LearnB and LearnV in the plots) and
the inference phase (called TotalB and TotalV in the plots)). In the learning phase,
we compute the learning loss incurred by the model when all the neighbours of the
unlabeled node is considered as labeled. While in the inference phase, we compute
the total loss incurred given the actual training and testing settings. The inference
loss can be calculated by subtracting the learning loss from total loss. The same hold
true for inference bias and inference variance.
From fig. 5.5, it is easy to see that in the both the noising scenarios, the total bias
is lesser than the total bias of the baseline. For the case of 100 percent noising, 2
noised ensembles (Noise 100p 2), this effect gets more pronounced as the training set
size increases. We attribute this reduction is bias to the significant improvement in
performance of Noise 100p 2 in fig. 5.4 when the amount of training data is greater
than 50 percentage.
Next from fig. 5.6, we can see that the total variance for the 60 percent noising,
2 noised ensembles (Noise 100p 2r) case is much lesser than the total variance of
the baseline. This explains the huge improvement in performance of Noise 60p 2r in
fig. 5.4 when the amount of training data is lesser than 50 percentage.
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Figure 5.4.: Squared loss for School dataset. The error bars are not shown as the
standard error was less than 0.01.

Figure 5.5.: Average bias for School dataset
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Figure 5.6.: Average variance for School dataset

Figure 5.7.: Squared loss for Facebook dataset. The error bars are not shown as the
standard error was less than 0.01.
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Figure 5.8.: Average bias for Facebook dataset

Figure 5.9.: Average variance for Facebook dataset

For the Facebook dataset, the squared loss values for both the baseline and noised
version across different training set size are shown in figure 5.7. We can see that as
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the training set size increases, the squared loss decrease. The Facebook dataset is
a low variance dataset, see figure 5.9 but the decrease in bias, shown in figure 5.8
explains this decrease in squared loss. We are decreasing the bias by adding noise
and this is true across all training set sizes.
We compared the paramater values of both the baseline and the noised models
and found out that by adding noise, we are changing the prior values significantly.
We claim that this helps to reduce bias and variance.

5.3 Comparison with Other Models
As the noising technique resulted in good performance improvements, we wanted
to compare it with similar technique which are used for collective classification and
analyze the performance.

5.3.1 Models
In this subsection, we outline two models that we use for comparison. Both of
these models employ bootstrap aggregation also known as bagging (refer section 3.2.1).

Ensemble Resampling and CEC
We have used Collective Ensemble Classification as a baseline and we have compared it with the results of our model. Since, the model proposed by Eldardiry et
al. works only for across-model collective classification, we have extend it for withinmodel collective classification. The algorithm is outlined in algorithm 6. We create
multiple ensembles by sampling (without replacement for each ensemble) |VK | number of nodes from G (lines 7 and 8 in algorithm 6). We then learn a different model
for each of this ensemble (line 9) and perform collective ensemble inference over all
these models jointly (line 10). Refer [8] for the pseudo-code of Collective Ensemble
Classification (CEC).
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Algorithm 6 Framework for ensemble training and inference on Relational Data
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

9:
10:
11:

Input: Graph G = (V, E, X), Unlabeled Nodes VU whose label need to be inferred, percentage to Noise p, # of Noised ensembles N , type of noise t.
Algorithm:
Gtr (VK , EK , XK ) = G(V, E, X) - Gte (VU , EU , XU )
Sample GLearn from G such that |VLearn | = |VK |
Learn model of MLearn from GLearn
Use MLearn to estimate initial probabilities of VU with VK nodes of Gtr as
labeled.
for ensemble e = [1, N] do
Generate Ge from Gtr by sampling (without replacement for each ensemble) |VK | number of nodes from G. (For Ensemble Noising instead
Generate Ge from Gtr by adding noise.)
Learn model of Me from Ge
Use M1 , ..., MN to do Collective Ensemble Classification on VU with VK
nodes of Gtr as labeled.
Output: Class Labels (Estimates) of Unlabeled Nodes VU .
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Ensemble Noising and CEC
We wanted to mimic both the scenario of noising and an ensemble of models and
compare the performance our method with it. For this purpose, we use an approach
very similar to Ensemble Resampling but instead of sampling multiple times, we created an ensemble of training graphs by adding noise multiple times to the training
graph. We then learn different models for each of these ensembles and perform collective ensemble inference over all these models jointly. The algorithm is outlined in
algorithm 6.

5.3.2 Results
The comparison between the above two ensemble techniques, the baseline and
the proposed noising technique is shown in the figure 5.10 for School dataset and
figure 5.11 for Facebook dataset.

Figure 5.10.: Squared loss for School dataset across different models.
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Figure 5.11.: Squared loss for Facebook dataset across different models.

Across both the datasets, the noising technique (Noise) perform much better than
the Ensemble Resampling technique (Ens Resampling). Next, comparing the noising
technique with the Ensemble Noising(Ens noise), it is again easy to see that our
method outperforms it. We attribute the reason behind the performance difference
between Noise and Ens noise to the larger reduction of bias in the model with training
performed on all the pseudosamples together rather than training an ensemble of
models.
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, we have proposed a new generic framework of adding noise to relational
data that can be easily incorporated into the existing relational machine learning
frameworks. We have shown with experiments on real data that adding noise to
the relational data improves collective classification accuracy. By doing bias-variance
analysis, we have further shown that, by adding noise, we can reduce either bias
or variance or both. We have finally compared this technique with the state of art
collective ensemble classification technique and showed that our method outperforms
it significantly. Hence, we conclude that by adding noise to relational data, we improve
the performance either by reducing bias or variance or both as noising acts as an
effective type of regularization in relational data.
Noising the data in social networks or relational data to improve prediction performance has huge potential in the industry as it can alleviate the lack of information
by predicting labels and missing link in Social Networks like Facebook and Linkedin.
Relational data, being structurally different from other types of data like text and
images, lends itself to many ways of corruption or introducing noise. In the work, we
have only added noise to the label or node attribute that we were interested in predicting. But there are lots of other possibilities of corrupting the data like adding noise to
other node attributes and corrupting the just features obtained from relational data
while keeping the data itself intact.
This is still an open field of research and lot more needs to investigated further.
There are no formal theories proposed yet about the effects of noising in relational
data. The question of automatically determining the right amount of noise for any
given network is still an unsolved challenge. In the future, we would like to answer
this question and come up with a framework that would automatically figure out the
optimal amount of noise that needs to be added to the network under consideration.
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